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Abstract. Precision measurements of CP violating observables in the mixing and decay
of B mesons provide excellent opportunities to search for possible contributions from
New Physics beyond the Standard Model. In this contribution, key measurements pursued by the LHCb collaboration at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are described.
Important results have been reported on topics including the CP violating phase φ s in
B0s → J/ψφ (and related) decays, the angle γ of the CKM unitarity triangle, and direct
CP violation eﬀects in two- and three-body B meson decays to charmless ﬁnal states. Latest results on CP violation in the charm sector are also reviewed. Results obtained from
the analysis of data collected in 2011 already match or even surpass the measurements of
previous experiments in their precision. All results obtained so far are compatible with
Standard Model predictions.

1 Introduction
Why is CP violation of special interest? CP is the combination of the charge conjugation operator C
and the parity operator P. To put it very simply, it turns particles into anti-particles and vice versa. CP
violation, i.e., the violation of symmetry under CP, was ﬁrst observed in the K 0 system and was an
indirect indication for new quarks, directly seen only over a decade later. This is an example of how
ﬂavour physics, i.e., the physics of electroweak changes of quark or lepton ﬂavour changes, can be
very powerful in ﬁnding eﬀects of new heavy particles. An introduction to CP violation and related
subjects can be found in, e.g., Refs. [1, 2]. CP violation is also needed to explain the matter–antimatter asymmetry in the universe, i.e., the puzzle that the same amount of matter and anti-matter has
been created in the Big Bang, although today we observe only matter. In the Standard Model (SM)
the CP violation is much too small to accomplish this, thus we expect deviations from the SM in CP
violation.
There are three main ways to measure CP violation. Firstly, direct CP violation can be measured
in a decay of a particle B to ﬁnal state f , as it leads to Γ(B → f )  Γ( B̄ → f¯), where the bar
denotes the CP transformed state and Γ is the partial decay width. Experimentally it can be obtained
N ¯−N f
B̄→ f¯)−Γ(B→ f )
dir
dir
by measuring the asymmetry ACP
= Γ(
or equivalently ACP
= N f¯+N f for the total numbers
Γ( B̄→ f¯)+Γ(B→ f )
f
N f and N f¯ of measured decays to f and f¯ respectively. New Physics (NP) can enter if the Feynman
diagram of the decay contains a loop, as in the so called penguin diagrams as depicted in Fig. 1. In
this case one of the SM particles in the loop can be replaced by a possibly very heavy NP particle.
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Figure 1. Example of a Feynman diagram of the kind called penguin
diagram. NP particles could replace the SM particles in the loop (in blue).
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Figure 2. A Feynman diagram that describes the mixing of a B0s
0
into a Bs . NP particles could replace the SM particles in the box
(in blue). At the corners of the box diﬀerent CKM-matrix
elements are applied.

s

Figure 3. B0s oscillation as measured by
the LHCb experiment [3], giving Δm s =
17.768 ± 0.023(stat) ± 0.006(syst) ps−1 .
The red closed circles show the data
points where the particles decayed with
the same ﬂavour as they where produced
(e.g., B0s → B0s ) while the blue open
circles show those that have mixed before
0
the decay (e.g., B0s → Bs ). The red solid
line is a ﬁt to the unmixed data points,
while the blue dashed line is a ﬁt to the
data points of the mixed particles.

A second way of measuring CP violation is in ﬂavour mixing. The particles B0s , B0 , K 0 and D0
have the ability to turn into their anti-particles. One possible Feynman diagram of such a process
is shown in Fig. 2. NP could come in, replacing the u, c, t, W-propagators in the Feynman diagram.
Experimentally, mixing is observed in oscillations where one ﬂavour state is turned into its anti-state
with the mixing frequency ω = Δm being equal to the mass diﬀerence between the two states in natural
0
0
units1 , shown in Fig. 3 for the B0s . CP violation leads to unequal probabilities P(B0s → Bs )  P(Bs →
B0s ) and could be observed as a time independent asymmetry between decays into ﬂavour speciﬁc ﬁnal
¯
s (t)→ f )−Γ(B s (t)→ f )
mix
states ACP
= Γ(B
, where Bs (t) is the state into which a produced Bs meson has evolved
Γ(Bs (t)→ f¯)+Γ(Bs (t)→ f )
after a proper time t.
In Fig. 2 at each corner of the box, the CKM-matrix
⎛  ⎞ ⎛
⎜⎜⎜ d ⎟⎟⎟ ⎜⎜⎜ Vud
⎜⎜⎜  ⎟⎟⎟ ⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎝ s ⎟⎟⎠ = ⎜⎝⎜ Vcd
b
Vtd

Vus
Vcs
Vts

Vub
Vcb
Vtb

⎞⎛
⎞
⎟⎟⎟ ⎜⎜⎜ d ⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟ ⎜⎜⎜
⎟
⎟⎟⎠ ⎜⎜⎝ s ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
b

is at work, where d, s, b are the mass eigenstates of the quarks and d , s , b are their weak eigenstates.
In the SM, the CKM-matrix is unitary and thus diﬀerent unitarity conditions can be derived. One of
these is that the ﬁrst column of the matrix multiplied by the complex conjugated of the third column,
1 Natural

units have c =  = 1
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(ρ̄, η̄)

α = φ2
∗
Vud Vub
∗
Vcd Vcb

(0, 0)

γ = φ3

Vtd Vtb∗
∗
Vcd Vcb

β = φ1

has to be zero:

Figure 4. The (normalized) standard unitary triangle. This
is a representation of Eq. (1) where the horizontal direction
represents the real part while the vertical direction
represents the imaginary part of a complex number.

(1, 1)

∗
∗
Vud Vub
+ Vcd Vcb
+ Vtd Vtb∗ = 0.

(1)

This can be interpreted as the standard unitarity triangle, as such an equation describes a triangle in
complex space. Figure 4 shows the standard unitary triangle with both nomenclatures of the angles
that are in use, and of which we will use α, β, γ. CP violation occurs in this context if η̄  0, i.e., if
the triangle is not degenerated to a line. To check unitarity (and thus probe the SM) one can test if this
is really a triangle, e.g., by testing if the sum of the three angles gives 180◦ . Of these angles, γ is the
least well measured one to date and thus experimentally the most interesting one. To measure these
angles the (relative) quantum phase of the CP violation eﬀect has to be measured.
The third method to measure CP violation is to measure it in the interference between mixing and
decay. To do so, usually a ﬁnal state fCP is used that is a CP eigenstate. It must be a possible ﬁnal
0
state of the decaying particle as well as of the anti-particle, i.e., B0s → fCP and B0s → Bs → fCP , must
be possible. To access this experimentally, the time dependent asymmetry
0

Γ(Bs → fCP , t) − Γ(B0s → fCP , t)
0
Γ(Bs

→ fCP , t) + Γ(B0s → fCP , t)

=

S fCP sin(Δmt) − C fCP cos(Δmt)
1
cosh( 12 ΔΓt) − AΔΓ
fCP sinh( 2 ΔΓt)

is used, where ΔΓ is the diﬀerence between the decay widths of two states, S fCP is the indirect CP
violation parameter and C fCP is the direct CP violation parameter. The indirect CP violation parameter
is a function of the quantum phase of the mixing φm and the quantum phase that appears in the decay
φD , which are both typically functions of unitary triangle angles. NP is again possible in a decay
through penguin diagrams and through the box diagrams in the mixing.
The LHCb detector [4] at the LHC is a single arm spectrometer that is optimised for beauty and
charm physics, including CP violation measurements. A schematic view is provided in Fig. 5. To
resolve the very fast B0s oscillations it has excellent vertex resolution and tracking. The combined
tracking system has momentum resolution Δp/p that varies from 0.4 % at 5 GeV/c to 0.6 % at 100
GeV/c. Its good particle identiﬁcation system consists of two Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors
(RICH) that can separate pions from kaons and protons, the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)
being able to separate electrons from photons, and the MUON chambers that are able to identify
muons. The trigger has two main stages, level 0 is done in hardware triggering on high transverse
momentum (pT ) hadron calorimeter (HCAL), ECAL and MUON objects. The high level trigger is
implemented in software and does a global event
√ reconstruction and selection.
The pp-data at centre of mass energies s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV taken by LHCb amounts
to an
√
integrated luminosity of L ∼ 3 fb−1 altogether. About 38 pb−1 have been taken in 2010 at s = 7 TeV.
At the same centre of mass energy about 1 √fb−1 of data have been recorded in 2011. In 2012 data
corresponding to 2 fb−1 have been taken at s = 8 TeV. The overall data taking eﬃciency was 93 %.
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Figure 5. Schematic view of the LHCb detector [4].

Table 1. All decay modes with published results on CP violation by LHCb (as of August 2013). An ’h’ stands
here for a charged pion or kaon.

beauty, time independent
B+ → J/ψπ+ , ψ(2S ) [5]
B+ → Ks0 h+ [9]
B0d/s → K + π− [12]
B0 → K ∗0 μ+ μ− [14]
B+ → K + μ+ μ− [17]
B0 → J/ψK ∗0 [19]
B0 → K ∗0 γ [21]
B+ → K + π− π+ γ [22]
B+ → D0 h+ (measuring γ) [23]
B+ → h+ h− h+ [24]
B+ → p p̄h+ [25]
B0s → D+s Xμ− ν̄ (CP in mixing) [26]
B0 → D0 K ∗0 [27]
γ combination [28]

beauty, time dependent
B0 → π+ π− , B0s → K + K − [6]
B0 → J/ψKs0 [10]
B0s → φφ [13]
B0s → J/ψK + K − , J/ψπ+ π− [15]
B0s → D+s K − [18]

charm
D0 → h+ h− [7, 8]
D+ → Ks0 π+ [11]
D+ → φπ+ [11]
D0 → π+ π− π+ π− [16]
D0 → K + K − π+ π− [16]
D+ → K + K − π+ [20]

Table 1 lists all the channels where CP violation has been searched for at LHCb, where ’h’ – as
in the remainder of these proceedings – stands for a charged pion or kaon. Charge conjugated processes are always implicitly included throughout these proceedings except where they are explicitly
mentioned.
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Figure 6. Invariant mass of
K + π− (left) and K − π+ (right)
with a selection to optimise
the B0 signal (top) and one
that optimises the B0s signal
(bottom) [12]. The black
circles with error bars are the
data, while the blue line is a ﬁt
to them. The red line is the B0
signal component of the ﬁt,
while the green line (ﬁlled
hashed area) is the B0s signal
component of the ﬁt. The
black horizontal lines guide
the eye to better see the raw
asymmetry of the signal
strengths between particle and
anti-particle decays.

To select beauty and charm events at LHCb in some cases cut based selections are applied, but
most analyses use multivariate analysis methods like boosted decision trees. Typical separating variables, or their χ2 , include track quality, particle identiﬁcation (RICH, ECAL, MUON) for tracks,
secondary vertex (SV) quality, kinematic variables like pT of the candidate or daughter tracks, separation between primary vertex (PV) and SV, impact parameter of daughter tracks and the pointing of
the candidate to the PV.
The remainder of these proceedings is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 examples of time integrated
CP violation measurements in B meson systems at LHCb are described, followed by Sect. 3 that
covers time dependent analyses. Section 4 covers CP violation measurements in charm decays and
Sect. 5 closes the paper with some conclusions.

2 Time integrated measurements in the B systems
2.1 CP violation in B0 → K + π− and B0s → K − π+

For the decay modes B0 → K + π− and B0s → K − π+ , as described in Sect. 1, the asymmetries Araw =
N f¯−N f
−1
+ −
0
− +
0
of data have
N f¯+N f for f = K π (B ), K π (B s ) have been measured [12]. For this analysis 1 fb
been used. Due to interference between a penguin diagram and a tree diagram (i.e., one without loops)
CP violation is expected and also NP contributions are possible in the penguin loop.
Figure 6 shows the resulting invariant mass plots which reveal a raw asymmetry for B0 as well
as B0s . To get the true CP asymmetry, the raw asymmetry has to be corrected for two eﬀects. The
detection asymmetry AD is corrected using D∗+ → D0 (K − π+ )π+ and D∗+ → D0 (K − K + )π+ decays
which must show the same kind of asymmetry. The usage of the second of these decay modes is necessary to disentangle the unknown production asymmetry of D∗+ mesons. The production asymmetry
of the beauty mesons on the other hand is corrected using the time dependence of the raw asymmetry
Araw (t) ≈ ACP + AD + AP cos(Δt) which is shown in Fig. 7. The largest systematic errors are the
detection asymmetry in the case of B0 and the signal model in case of B0s .
The B0 result is given by
ACP (B0 → K + π− ) = −0.080 ± 0.007 (stat.) ± 0.003 (syst.)
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Figure 7. Time dependence of the raw asymmetry
for B0s → K − π+ [12].
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Figure 8. A diagram representing the decays of
0
B± → D0 h± and B± → D h± and how they can
interfere. In course of the decay chain diﬀerent
phases are picked up depending on the path. This
phase diﬀerence contains the CKM angle γ.

in agreement with the world average of −0.098 ± 0.013 [29] and being the most precise measurement
of this observable to date. While the result on B0s gives
ACP (B0s → K − π+ ) = 0.27 ± 0.04 (stat.) ± 0.01 (syst.)
which is the ﬁrst observation (6.5σ) of CP violation in a B0s decay.
These measurements can also be used to test the SM prediction [30]
Δ=

ACP (B0 → K + π− ) BR(B0s → K − π− ) τd
= 0,
+
ACP (B0s → K − π− ) BR(B0 → K + π− ) τ s

where BR denotes the branching fraction and τd/s is the mean life time of the B0d/s meson. From the
measurements we get Δ = −0.02 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 consistent with the SM.
2.2 Determination of the CKM angle γ from trees

As mentioned in the introduction, the unitary triangle angle γ is the least well measured parameter of
the CKM-matrix and thus crucial to measure in order to probe the unitarity condition on the CKMmatrix in the SM. To measure γ from decays that only involve tree diagrams has the advantage that
the theory error in the measurement is very small, of the order of δγ/γ < O(10−6 ) [31]. In other words
we are here very sure that we really measure γ with only very minor higher order eﬀects. To do this
0
we use decays of the kind B± → D0 h± and B± → D h± with diﬀerent D0 decay modes, where the
ﬁnal state can be the same for both, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The interference of b → c and b → u
decays gives sensitivity to γ with direct CP violation possible, but not necessary.
There are three diﬀerent main approaches named by the ﬁrst letters of the names of their proponents. The ﬁrst one is the GLW method [32, 33] that uses CP eigenstates, here fD = K + K − , π+ π− . The
second one is the ADS method [34] where Cabibbo favoured, as well as a doubly Cabibbo suppressed
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Figure 9. Example mass plots for
the ADS method [36]. Shown is the
Cabibbo favoured decay
D0 → K − π+ , i.e., where the
involved CKM matrix elements are
large. The red line is the ﬁt
component due to the B decay
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while the green line is the ﬁt
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decay D0 → π− K + that involves two
small CKM matrix elements. An
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anti-particle production due to
direct CP violation can be seen.
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Figure 11. Conﬁdence level plot for the CKM angle γ from the
combination of diﬀerent methods [28]. For details please refer
to the text.
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decay are used, here fD = K ∓ π± and fD = K ∓ π± π+ π− . The third of these methods is called GGSZ [35]
and uses a Dalitz plot analysis, here with the decays B± → DK ± and fD = Ks0 π+ π− , Ks0 K + K − .
These methods have been used on 1 fb−1 of data for the ADS and GLW method and on 3 fb−1 for
the GGSZ method and some sample mass plots are given in Figs. 9 and 10. The results have been
combined in Ref. [28]. The resulting conﬁdence level plot is shown in Fig. 11 and the numerical result
is
γ = (67 ± 12)◦

at 68 % CL, modulo 180◦ (preliminary).

This is in agreement with results from the experiments BaBar (γ = (69 ± 17)◦ [37]) and Belle
(γ = (68 ± 14)◦ [37]), but has smaller errors. It also agrees with a prediction from a ﬁll ﬁt to the
◦
CKM-unitary triangle data excluding the direct γ measurements: γ = (69.7+1.3
−2.8 ) [37].
00021-p.7
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Figure 12. Sketch of the principles of ﬂavour
tagging in the example for a B0s that is produced in a
pp-collision at the PV and decays at the SV. As
described in the text, to deduce its ﬂavour at
0
production, the ﬂavour of the other B hadron, a B in
this case, can be deduced, e.g., by the charges of its
ﬁnal state particles (upper part in red). In addition,
the charge of the other strange hadron from the PV, a
K + in the example (red), can also be used.

3 Time dependent measurements in the B systems
In this section some examples of time dependent analyses at LHCb in B systems are described. In
each case 1 fb−1 of data has been used. For these analyses the interference between mixing and decay
is exploited as explained in Sect. 1. To do this the ﬂavour (i.e., whether it is a particle or an antiparticle) of the particle at production has to be known. The technique to do this on a statistical basis
is called ﬂavour tagging. A simpliﬁed example of this procedure is given in Fig. 12. The ﬂavour
of the produced particle can be tagged by the ﬂavour of the opposite side B hadron (as b quarks are
produced in bb̄ pairs, there is always a ﬂavour anti-correlated second B hadron), or in the case of B0s
that contains an s quark, by the charge of the strange hardon that originates from the hadronisation of
the other strange quark, as strange quarks also come in s s̄ pairs. For more details on ﬂavour tagging
at LHCb please refer to Ref. [38].
As the oscillations of B0s are very fast, the decay time resolution is very important. Typical B0s
decay time resolutions at LHCb are σt ∼ 40 to 50 fs, which is much smaller than the oscillation period
2π
Δm s = 355 fs [39]. In the case of decays into two vector particles there is an additional complication,
i.e., an angular decomposition is needed to disentangle the CP eigenstates of the ﬁnal state. Thus a ﬁt
to the full time dependent terms is necessary and not just a ﬁt to the asymmetry.
3.1 Time dependent analysis of B0s → K + K −

The decay B0s → K + K − has two pseudoscalar particles in the ﬁnal state, thus the asymmetry can be
used. This CP asymmetry is of theoretical value, as combined with that of B0 → π+ π− it can be used
to measure the CKM angle γ in decays that include penguin diagrams [40]. This in turn can then be
compared to the results from γ from trees (see Sect. 2.2) and any diﬀerences would be a sign for NP.
The invariant mass plot and the oscillation of this measurement [6] are shown in Fig. 13. The
largest systematic error is the decay time resolution width. The numerical results are
C KK = −0.14 ± 0.11(stat) ± 0.03(syst),
S KK = −0.30 ± 0.12(stat) ± 0.04(syst),
ρ(C KK , S KK ) =
0.02,
where ρ is the correlation. The signiﬁcance for (C KK , S KK ) to diﬀer from (0, 0) is 2.6σ. The measurement is still statistically limited and thus there are good prospects for future measurements.
3.2 Time dependent analysis of B0s → φφ

The decay B0s → φφ is also called the golden penguin mode for decays into two vector particles as it
has a very small CP phase in the SM φφφ
s = φm − 2φD ≈ 0.01 rad. Thus it is a null test of the SM, i.e.,
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even small contributions from NP can show up in the measurement. The invariant mass distribution
and the likelihood scan over the parameter φφφ
s of the analysis by LHCb [13] are given in Fig. 14. The
largest systematic error is a possible S-wave (i.e., scalar particle) contribution. The numerical result
is
φφφ
s ∈ [−2.46, −0.76] rad at 68 % CL.
The result is still statistically limited, so future measurements using more data will give improved
results.
3.3 Measurement of φ s in B0s → J/ψh+ h−

The decay B0s → J/ψh+ h− is the golden mode for NP in CP violation in B0s . It also has a small
CP phase in the SM of φ s = −2β s = (−0.036 ± 0.002) rad [41], where β s is an angle in one of
the (non-standard) unitary triangles. So this is also a null test of the SM. In our analysis [42] two
decay modes are used. Firstly the mode B0s → J/ψK + K − which happens mainly through B0s → J/ψφ
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(left) and D0 → π+ π− (right) in the prompt analysis [8].

has a larger branching fraction, but an angular decomposition is needed to separate CP components.
Secondly the B0s → J/ψπ+ π− decay which happens mainly through B0s → J/ψ f0 (980) has a smaller
branching fraction, but no angular decomposition is needed as f0 (980) is a scalar particle. The result
on B0s → J/ψK + K − is the most precise measurement of φ s , Γ s and ΔΓ s to date and is depicted in
Fig. 15.
The combined result for B0s → J/ψh+ h− are given by
φ s = 0.01 ± 0.07 (stat) ± 0.01 (syst) rad,
Γ s = 0.661 ± 0.004(stat) ± 0.006(syst) ps−1 ,
ΔΓ s = 0.106 ± 0.011(stat) ± 0.007(syst) ps−1 .
This is in good agreement with the SM.

4 Search for CP violation in D systems
In this section we restrict ourselves to the results on the search for direct CP violation in D0 →
h+ h− [7, 8]. As the D0 oscillation is rather slow, the D0 mainly decays before it mixes. Thus time
integrated measurements mainly yield direct CP violation, unless CP violation from mixing is very
strong.
The raw asymmetry here is given by Araw =

0

N(D0 → f )−N(D → f )
0

N(D0 → f )+N(D → f )

. To make the production and detec-

tion asymmetries cancel to ﬁrst order, we construct the variable ΔACP = ACP (K + K − ) − ACP (π+ π− ) ≈
Araw (K + K − ) − Araw (π+ π− ). We use two diﬀerent ﬂavour tagging methods, the prompt one and the
0
secondary one. In the prompt analysis the pion charge in D∗+ → D0 π+ versus D∗− → D π− reveals
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the ﬂavour of the D0 , while in the secondary analysis it is the charge of the muon in B → D0 μ− X
0
versus B → D μ+ X (where X stands for any number of extra particles). The invariant mass plots for
the prompt analysis are shown in Fig. 16.
The results are
prompt: ΔACP = (−0.34 ± 0.15(stat) ± 0.10(syst)) % [8]
secondary: ΔACP = (+0.49 ± 0.30(stat) ± 0.14(syst)) % [7],
with the largest systematic errors, which can decrease with the use of more data, being the soft pion
multiple scattering in case of the prompt analysis and a low lifetime background in D0 → π+ π− in the
secondary case. The two results are compatible at 3 % CL. The LHCb average gives ΔACP = (−0.15 ±
dir
0.16) % (preliminary) which is compatible with the world average ΔaCP
= (−0.33 ± 0.12) % [43].
Δ t ind
dir
Here ΔACP = ΔaCP + τ aCP , where Δ t is the diﬀerence between the two decays’ mean decay time
in the sample and Δτt ≈ 11 % for the prompt analysis and Δτt ≈ 2 % in the secondary analysis
ind
respectively. The indirect CP violation parameter aCP
has been measured to be well below one [43].
Thus there is only a hint for CP violation in charm and there is a debate on whether such a
relatively large CP violation in charm would be possible in the SM or not. All other CP violation
searches in charm yielded negative results.

5 Conclusions
We have shown that CP violation and ﬂavour physics are powerful tools to ﬁnd deviations from the
SM. LHCb has performed many world leading results on CP violation in charm and beauty systems.
The ﬁrst observation of CP violation in a B0s decay has been achieved, but no deviation from the SM
has been observed so far. Especially φ s in B0s → J/ψh+ h− has been, and still is, a good candidate
for ﬁnding NP. It is now measured to very good precision in accordance with the SM, reducing the
possible phase space of NP models. Most published analyses of LHCb use only one third of the data
that is now available. In addition LHCb will resume data taking in 2015 and will upgrade the detector
in 2018. So there is still large room to ﬁnd NP at LHCb in near or far future.
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